
 
 
Covid-19 in the world- Letter to Customers- UPDATE on March 20th 2020 
 
Dear Customers, 
 
As you know, the Covid-19 spread all over the world and is now impacting Europe and Americas. We 
informed you that our global operations with factories in China, Vietnam and France are putting us in 
the best position for business continuity.  I would like to update you on the situation per region: 
 
 
Europe: 
 
Due to the escalating situation in France, C&K decided to close Dole factory starting from today, March 
20th, for two weeks.  Our first priority is to protect all our employees, and we consider that this decision 
was the best in order to ensure this protection. We really want to thanks all our employees who 
managed to keep the factory running this week, and were able to manufacture and ship most urgent 
orders. We are already organizing everything in order to be able to resume production in the best 
conditions on April 6th. The majority of our technical and professional staff will continue to work 
remotely during this shutdown to help ensure service continuity.   
 
 
Asia: 
 
We previously informed you that our C&K plant in Huizhou (China) resumed operations, and is now 
back to normal in terms of production capacity. We keep on following closely the government 
recommendations to avoid any further possible risk of contamination. 
 
Our Vietnam factory (Hanoi) has not been directly impacted so far and is continuing to produce as usual. 
 
We are glad now to inform you also that 100% of our suppliers in China also resumed operations. 
 
We are still anticipating some shortages of raw material and components as well as delays in our supply 
chain in the coming days. Our crisis management team will continue to monitor closely the situation 
until full recovery of the situation in China.  
 
 
Shipments: 
 
With the drastic reduction of flights between the different regions of the world, it becomes more and 
more complex to find solutions to ship our products from our factories to our different customers. We 
have experienced some delays in transit times and expect this to continue for the foreseeable future.   
Our logistics team are working continuously to find some solutions with our freight forwarders, and 
minimize these delays for our customers.  .  
 
 
 
 
 



For any questions, feel free to call your Customer Service usual contact or send an email to  

• EMEA: customerservice.emea@ckswitches.com. 

• Americas: americascustomerservice@ckswitches.com 

• Asia: asiacustomerservice@ckswitches.com 
 

Our teams in Europe and America are connected to the company and work from home for their safety. 
 
 
We will keep on updating you on the situation, and post any significant update on our website. 

 
Lars BRICKENKAMP 

         Chief Executive Officer 
         C&K  
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